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Texas teen kills 10 at school

Student, 17, smuggled in
guns; authorities find 2
bombs left during attack
By MANNY FERNANDEZ
AND RICHARD FAUSSET
NEW YORK TIMES

SANTA FE, Texas — A nation
plagued by a wrenching loop of
mass school shootings watched
the latest horror play out in this
small Southeast Texas town
Friday morning, as a young
man armed with a shotgun and
a .38 revolver smuggled under
his coat opened fire on his high
school campus, killing 10 people, many of them his fellow stu-

and sparked a wave of
dents, and wounding 10
nationwide, student-led
more, authorities said.
protests calling on lawBy the end of the day,
makers to tighten gun
a 17-year-old suspect,
laws and keep schools
Dimitrios Pagourtzis —
safe.
an introvert who had
It was barely after
given few warning signs
7:30 a.m. at Santa Fe
— had surrendered and
High
School,
about
been taken into custody.
Dimitrios
35 miles southeast of
Law enforcement offiPagourtzis
cials said they found two
Texas teen facing Houston, when the first
crack of gunfire first
homemade explosive decharges in Texas
resounded through the
vices left at the school
school shooting
halls, the opening volduring the rampage.
It was the worst school shoot- ley of yet another massacre at
ing since the February assault an American high school that
on Marjory Stoneman Douglas would leave students, teachers
High School in Parkland, Flori- and staff members shocked, and
da, where a young man with an
AR-15 rifle left 17 people dead
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Santa Fe High School junior Guadalupe Sanchez, 16, cries in the arms of
her mother, Elida Sanchez, at a meeting point Friday after a shooting at
Santa Fe High School in Texas left 10 people dead.

FOUNTAINGROVE » With falling contaminant levels in water lines,
SR officials hopeful costly replacement of full system will be avoided

Flushing out benzene
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Housing
measure
vote may
be tight
Strong but short support
for $300M bond to build
affordable units in county
By KEVIN MCCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Anthony Drolet, left, and Tom Lynn, utility systems operators with the City of Santa Rosa, prepare to flush a water line Wednesday in Santa Rosa’s
Foutaingrove neighborhood. City officials are hoping that a full replacement of part of the water system won’t be needed.
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

anta Rosa officials are
increasingly hopeful that
the full replacement of a
portion of the water system in
Fountaingrove contaminated
after October’s wildfires may
not be necessary, citing steady
improvement in the water quality in parts of the system.
Instead of barreling ahead
with replacing the entire system at a cost of up to $43 million, the city now is opting to
replace the most contaminated
parts and see if that helps
resolve the contamination
problem.

“The data suggests it may
be premature to rush into full
replacement,” said Ben Horenstein, director of Santa Rosa
Water.
Tests in various parts of
the 184-acre area are showing
dramatically different levels of
contamination based on where
the samples are taken, officials
said.
Results from water service
lines — which run from the water mains to the water meters at
the curb and have been isolated — are showing the highest
levels of contamination, in
some cases hundreds of times
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INSIDE
A dechlorinator is used while water is flushed from a water line in
Fountaingrove to the city sewer system.

SSU students leaving for summer still feel safe
By HANNAH BEAUSANG
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Tyler
Bratton
20-year-old
suspect in killing
on SSU campus

Bright yellow crime scene tape
hung from the stairwell Thursday of a
Sonoma State University student residence where last weekend a 26-yearold man was stabbed to death. It was
a grim reminder of the violence that
unfolded here as campus life rushed
to a close, with finals underway this
week, students moving out and graduation ceremonies taking place today

A majority of Sonoma County
voters support the $300 million
housing bond that county supervisors plan to place on the
ballot this fall, but that support
will need to grow between now
and November for the proposal
to pass, according to The Press
Democrat Poll.
A bond measure to boost production of affordable housing
in the county was supported
by 62 percent
of respondents COMING
in the poll. SUNDAY
The figure is 4 Sonoma County
points short of voters’ views
the 66.6 percent on warnings
required
for during October
approval in No- wildfires and
vember, a gap our readiness for
almost
equal next disaster
to the poll’s
4.4 percent margin of error.
The results are a sign that
supporters have work to do if
they hope to succeed, said David
Binder, whose San Francisco
firm conducted the poll for The
Press Democrat.
“I would be concerned more
than encouraged if I was someone trying to pass this,” said
Binder. “It’s tight.”
Advocates say their polling
shows stronger public support
for the measure, which they contend is the fastest, most effective
way to help resolve a housing
crisis that only deepened after
the October wildfires destroyed

and Sunday at the Green Music Center.
Inside the on-campus apartments
that house more than 3,000 SSU students, vacuums hummed as bulging
trash bags were hauled out to dumpsters and classmates embraced in
emotional goodbyes for the summer.
Some said they were still shocked
by the deadly encounter Sunday between two nonstudents inside a unit
of Sauvignon Village, part of the Alicante housing area with predomi-

nantly freshmen residents. The death
marked the second on-campus homicide in two years.
“It feels safe here. You would never
think something like this would happen,” said Nicole Austin, who just
finished her freshman year studying
psychology and lives below the unit
where the stabbing took place.
The stabbing victim, Steven John
Garcia, a 26-year-old Santa Rosa
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ALL IN THE ROSE FAMILY:

As roses enter peak bloom,
it’s worth getting to know
the other plants that also
are called Roseceas / D1
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